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Overview of July 20 class 
Review 

Onward! 
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Three keys to figuring out what the 

Talmud trying to do 

Define a set of plausible theories, develop 
each one to its strongest possible form, and 

identify the weaknesses that remain  

Treat biblical and rabbinic statements as data 
against which to test each theory 

Talmudic terseness reflects shared 
understandings to which we may not be privy 
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Where  does this come from?  



Three text-based explanations for the 20 cubit height limit 

Rava 

• Knowledge. You 
should know 
you’re in a 
sukkah, under 
the s’chak 

 

R. Zeira 

• Shade. You 
should sit in 
shade cast by 
the s’chak  

Rabba 

• Impermanence. 
You should sit in 
a sukka small 
enough to be a 
temporary 
dwelling 
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Theory #1, from Rabba 
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Gen. 4:1 



Theory #2, from Rabbi Zeira 
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Isaiah 4:5-6 



Theory #3, from Rava 
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Rashi 
Seven days… A sukka of seven days, and no more. In other words, it’s temporary. Light 

walls are enough. 

 

Above 20 cubits. Its foundations and walls need to be fixed             so they don’t fall. 

 



The dialectic of Talmudic argument 

R. Zeira: Shade! >20 cubits, 
shade of wall, not shade of 

schack  

Abaye: You’re invalidating a sukka 
that’s always shaded because it’s 
in a valley between mountains! 

R. Zeira: >20 cubits, if you 
imagined the walls gone, the 

schack would not provide shade 

Rava: Temporary! >20 cubits, 
its permanent, not temporary  

Abaye: You’re invalidating a small 
sukka made with metal walls and 

schack on top! 

Rava: Impermanence matters only 
as a measure of height, based on 

customary building patterns 
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Overview of July 20 class 
Review 

Onward! 
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Theory #1: Why didn’t the others agree with Rabbah? 

Gemara 
They didn’t all say like Rabbah, because that 

knowledge referenced in the biblical verse on which he 

relied was for the generations. 

 

Rashi on the Gemara 
That [knowledge]. The verse wasn’t speaking about 

knowledge of sitting in the the sukka, rather about the 

knowledge of generations to come about the surrounding 

sukkot that were clouds of glory provided for the 

ancestors.  
Rashi on Leviticus 23:43 

I caused the children of Israel to reside in 

sukkot. Clouds of glory. 

Sukkah Sukkah 11b 



A second explanation about knowledge for 

the generations, from Rabbeinu Hannanel 
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All those amoras weren’t like Rabba. 

They didn’t read “knowledge” in the 

verse as saying a sukka needed 

measurements that provided 

knowledge of sitting under the 

s’chak of that particular sukkah.  

 Rather, it was knowledge for the generations. In other words, the 

generations to come would see sukkas being made, with people dwelling and 

sitting in the sukka during the holiday. They would ask, “Why are they doing 

this?” They’d tell them, “This is how it was done for the ancestors when 

they came out of Egypt.”  
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And they why didn’t all say like Rabbi Zeira? 

The biblical verse on which he relied was writing 

about the days of the Messiah.  

 

Theory #2: Why didn’t the others agree with Rabbi Zeira? 

“5. And the Eternal will create over all Mt. Zion and on the meeting place a cloud by day and smoke 

with a glow of flaming fire by night. For over all the glory will hang a canopy. 

6. And a sukka will be for shade by day and as a shelter for protection against drenching rain.” 

Isaiah, Chapter 4. 

And Rabbi Zeira, what could he say in response? 

If so, the verse should have said “And the 

canopy will be a shade by day.” 

Why does it say instead, “And a sukka will be 

for shade by day?” You learn from it two 

things. 



Rashi’s comments 
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Rashi 
For the days of the Messiah… Those sukkot will be for shade, 

for pleasure, and for privacy. However, sukkot for mitzvah 

purposes aren’t for shade. 

Gemara 

And they why didn’t all say like 

Rabbi Zeira? The biblical verse on 

which he relied was writing 

about the days of the Messiah.   
Two. The word “sukka” isn’t used except for something that 

creates shade. [And] that the one for the days of the Messiah 

is called “sukka” because it’s made for shade.   

 

And Rabbi Zeira, what could he 

say in response? If so, the verse 

should have said “And the 

canopy will be a shade by day.” 

Why does it say instead, “And a 

sukka will be for shade by day?” 

You learn from it two things. 
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Theory #3: Why didn’t the others agree with Rava? 

And they why didn’t say like Rava? 

Because of the difficulty posed by Abaye.  

Rashi 

Because of the difficulty posed by Abaye. About a sukka 

made with iron walls. And his answer didn’t make sense 

to them. Because the verse doesn’t specifically mention 

impermanence, we don’t derive measurements from it. 



Why does the Gemara treat R. Zeira differently than Rava?  
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Gemara: Why the 

others didn’t agree 

with –  

R. Zeira – because the 

verse was about 

messianic times 

Rava – because of 

Abaye’s objection 

Tosafot 

Why didn’t they say like Rabbi Zeira? [The Gemara] 

didn’t say it was because of the difficulty posed by 

Abaye, like it said with Rava. [That’s because] Rabbi 

Zeira had a good answer for Abaye. 



How are our three contenders holding up? 
Point of 

view 

Abaye’s 

challenge 

Response to 

Abaye 

Why others 

disagreed 

Interpretation (I) or Response (R) 

Rava: 

Knowledge:  

None n/a Knowledge 

was for future 

generations 

I Rashi: Reminder: clouds of glory 

I R. Hananel: Not about sitting in 

sukka. About seeing sukka, asking 

why. 

R. Zeira: 

Shade 

Short 

sukka 

between 

mountains, 

in eternal 

shade 

Without mountain, 

schack gives shade 

inside sukka. Not 

so if imagine walls 

gone: shade falls 

outside sukka. 

Biblical verse 

involves 

Messianic era, 

not today’s 

sukka 

R: Verse uses “Sukka,” not 

“Canopy,” shows Sukka’s meaning 

includes shade 

Rabba: 

Temporary 

Short 

sukka with 

iron walls 

Impermanence is 

a measure of 

height, not 

separate 

requirement 

Abaya’s 

challenge 

R Tosafot: Zeira’s answer to Abbaye 

was strong, so not mentioned in why 

others disagree. 

R Rashi: Verse doesn’t say 

“temporary,” so how derive 

measurement rule? 18 
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Rav 
Studied with 

Judah the Prince 
in Palestine 

1st generation 
Amora in 
Babylonia 

Started one of 
two major 
schools in 
Babylonia 

20 

He narrowed the difference between Judah the Prince 

and the sages, in our Mishna. But three of his students 

convey different accounts of how he narrowed the 

difference…. 

And each approach to narrowing the difference has 

implications for our three theories about why the rabbis 

say that 20 cubits is too high 
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Rashi 
The eye does not catch sight. Up the walls. And if the reason is because the Sukka is a temporary 

structure or because of the shade, then if the walls reach the Schack, why should the rabbis concede?  

Narrowing #1: Rav according to Rabbi Yoshiya 
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Narrowing #2: Rav according to Rav Huna 

Rashi 
Due to the shade. If it was because of the eyes noticing it, then even if [the sukka] is more 

than 4 cubits [wide and long], the eye won’t notice it. 

 



Tosafot has something to say 
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This is astonishing! If, with a Sukka that’s the tiniest 

bit wider than 4 cubits, we deem it acceptable to 

have it higher than 20 cubits, even by a lot, then it’s 

certain there’s no shade there from the Sukkah [i.e., 

the Schack].   

We can say that the width is always required to go 

according to the height, according to the 

relationship between 4 cubits [of width] and 20 

cubits [of height].  

 



Tosafot has something else to say 
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Alternatively, perhaps the rabbis determined that, even if it 

was a thousand cubits high, if the sukka was more than four 

cubits wide, it would be impossible not to have some 

minimal amount of shade there from the s’chak. 

Gilyon Maharsha: 

Even if the s’chak doesn’t 

provide literal visible 

shade, it will reduce the 

heat of the sun, at least 

to some degree. 

It’s like what we find in [Yoma 80a-b], about food the size of a 

large fig, which settles the mind. We say that it’s a lot for the 

entire world, but for Og, King of Bashan, it’s at least a little. 
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Abaye said to R. Zeira, “For the rabbis, it was settled that a fig’s amount of food breaks 

the Yom Kippur fast, as that settles the mind. Less than that doesn’t settle the mind.”… 

Rabbi Zeira strongly objects to this: “For the whole world [i.e., the average person], it’s 

a fig’s amount and for Og, King of Bashan, it’s a fig’s amount?” 

Abaye said to him, “The rabbis determined that this amount settles the mind, and less 

than that doesn’t settle the mind. However, for the whole world, it’s a lot, and for Og 

King of Bashan, it’s at least a little.” 

Rabbi Zeira strongly objects: “With fatty 

meat, a fig’s amount, and with grape 

leaves, a fig’s amount?” 

Abaye said to him, “The rabbis determined 

that this amount settles the mind, and less 

than that doesn’t settle the mind. However, 

with fatty meat it’s a lot, and with grape 

leaves, it’s at least a little.” 

B.T. Yoma 80a-b 

“[T]he large date measure provides at least some small amount of relief even for a 

person of great size.. Therefore, it is the the standard measure for people of all 

sizes.” – ArtScroll Tosafos, Tractate Succah 
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